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Abstract 
Steganography hides the existence of secret information rather than hiding its meaning. Most commonly used system is 
image based steganography its because digital images are widely  used over the Internet and Web.Steganography, a 
powerful security tool that provides a high level  of security,particularly when it is combined with encryption.Recent 
works based on stegnography with encryption embed data on the encrypted image.The proposed method deals with 
steganosis and selective encryption of image.In this method encryption is used but cannot identify the encrypted  
part.Encrypted part is embed in stego image with better security.The public key algorithm is used based on RSA 
assumptions with traditional LSB modification scheme for Steganography to  randomize the position of the secret bit in 
cover image.The modified PC1− RC4 algorithm is used  for image encryption. 
Keywords: Image steganography,Image encryption. 

1. Introduction 

Steganography is the art and science of writing hidden messages in such a way that no one, except the 
sender and intended receiver, suspects the existence of the message. The word Steganography , of Greek 
origin , means concealed writing. The main aim of steganography is to hide the existence of the message in 
the cover medium. Steganography hides the message in cover image so that it becomes invisible. Recently 
the works are based on data hiding in encrypted image[1][2].They focus on security and reversibilty.But the 
stego image shows the encrypted part.Which makes it easy for an observer to figure out where the 
message.Only the key information makes it secure.In this paper the study is bsed on encrypting copy of 
cover images selected part that with information embed.The RGB planes of encrypted part is embed in the 
cover image.All these informations about slected part,first data hiding,encryption key,three planes hiding 
order and hiding key are included in the main key by using the step by step procedure. 
                   When considering the security,it is not easy to detect the three planes embed.The embed planes 
are in a random order.If the correct order is not known,the encrypted image part cannot be retrieved.As it is 
the cover image part,encrypted part can be retrieved in a step by step procedure.Encrypted image can be 
decrypted and then information. Steganography and cryptography are closely related. Cryptography 
scrambles messages. On the other hand steganography  hide the message so there is no knowledge of the 
existence of the message. Cryptography is made comparison between portions of the plaintext and portions 
of the cipher text.  The  result in cryptography is the cipher text, while the  result in steganography is the 
stego-media. The message,encrypted or not ,can be used  in steganography . If the message  is encrypted, 
then a cryptanalysis technique is applied to extract the message. Encrypted data is more difficult to 
differentiate from naturally occurring phenomena than plain text is in the carrier medium. Sending an 
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encrypted message will across suspicion while an invisible message will not do so.Steganography and 
Cryptography ,both methods can be combined to produce better protection of the message.   
 
  Steganography hides the existence of a secret message and in the best case nobody can see that both 
parties are communicating in secret. Existing methods of reversible datahiding with encryption uses 
encypted cover images to embed data.In which all of the methods uses fully encrypted or selectively 
encrypted images.After encryption the encrypted image(or part of the image)gives the idea of  something is 
there in the encrypted part.Encryption allows secure communication requiring a key to read the 
information.An attacker cannot remove the encryption but it is relatively easy to modify the file, making it 
unreadable for the intended recipient.With encryption anybody can see that both parties are communicating 
in secret. Steganography hides the existence of a secret message and in the best case nobody can see that 
both parties are communicating in secret.Steganography encryption are both used to ensure data 
confidentiality.In this proposed project, advantages of both encryption and steganography is used.This 
provides better security.Two levels of data hiding and encryption is used here.But no one can identify 
which part is encrypted.encrypted part cannot be retrieved directly.Thus provides better security. 
 
2 Proposed Solution 
In the proposed system,two levels of Steganography and two levels of encryption are used .For encryption, 
public key cryptography is used.Receiver has to be registered with four public keys.i.e.,The receiver has 
four public-private key pair.e.g., (P Ki, P V i) ,where i=1 to 4. At the registration time,sender unique id and 
informations are saved in a server database.At the time of data hiding, a random unique id is generated and 
hide in the first four pixel information using receiver public key.The random unique id is updated on the 
server database.At the time of data extraction,hidden id is compared with the random id from the server 
database and identify the sender.The final product is a stego image which looks like cover image and 
doesnt show encrypted region.Data is embedded in a cover image with four levels of security.The level by 
level extraction is the only way to retrieve the data. Consider the receiver registered at the sender side with 
four public keys P K1 , P K2 , P K3 , P K4 .Then at the sender side ,data is encrypted using a public key P 
K1 .As per the size of the data ,copy of cover image region is selected.Encrypted data is embedded into the 
selected copy using P K2 . The image region with hidden data is encrypted using sender side randomkey P 
KS3 .The PKS3 is encrypted using P K3 .The encrypted region and P KS3 are then embedded in the actual 
cover image using P K4 .Thus provide four levels of security.The level by level extraction is the only way 
to retrieve the data. The Registered Receiver has four private keys corresponding to four public keys,that 
are used at the registration time.Eg:-P V1 , P V2 , P V3 , P V4 .By using P V4 hidden data is extracted.The 
extracted data is an encrypted image and P KS3 .The encrypted P KS3 is decrypted using P V3 .The 
encrypted image is decrypted using P KS3 .The decrypted image contains actual hidden data.The hidden 
data is extracted using P V2 .The hidden data is an encrypted data, which is decrypted using P V1 .The 
block diagram is shown below. 
                    RSA cryptosystem is used for Data encryption and steganosis.The public key algorithm is used 
based on RSA assumptions with traditional LSB modification scheme for Steganography to randomize the 
position of the secret bit in cover image. In which sender private key is used for image encryption and 
receiver public is used to encrypt the sender key.Two stages of encryption is based on the Modified PC1− 
RC4 encryption algorithm. In the PC1 − RC4 algorithm , there are two stages process during encryption as 
well as decryption. 1 KSA (Key scheduling Algorithm) and 2 PRGA (Pseudo Random Generator algorithm) 
In KSA, first inputs one keylength (length of permutation key).Which is divided into two keylengths (two 
basic keys). After this process,generates two secret keys as equal the length of  the two subkeys which 
contain ASCII values of permutation key.After generating the two secret keys, generating two key matrices 
of size 256 that contain values on the bases of secret keys.Two state matrices of size 256 with inserting the 
values from 0 to 255 bytes in ascending order is generated.Random index location pointer is generated on 
the bases key matrices.Which is used to do shuffling over the state matricesThe output of the KSA is the 
random two state matrices. The PRGA stage is having 2 state matrices of random values from 0 to 255 
bytes values.Then In this stage, on the bases of this two state matrices, generated two index location 
indicators.Based on the index shuffling performed on state matrices and then output byte generated.These 
two bytes performs two times encryption(XOR) on the three planes of selected region.The encrypted(based 
on receiver public keys) permutation − key is added as the header to the encrypted region. 
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During encryption and decryption process, same permutation key inputs to PC1 − RC4 algorithm.Then, on 
the bases of the keylen algorithm does its corresponding working and generated the two output bytes.In the 
encryption process first data encrypted by the first generated output key stream value via XOR operation 
then encrypted data in the end for second encryption process again encrypt by the second output key stream 
bytes.The same process is performed in the decryption process. 
  
 
3 Block Diagram 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 Algorithms 
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Image Encryption 
Modified PC1− RC4 encryption algorithm. 
In the PC1 − RC4 algorithm , there are two stages. 
1 KSA (Key scheduling Algorithm) and 
2 PRGA (Pseudo Random Generator algorithm) 
 
KSA: 
1 PKS3=Sender random key 
    N=length(PKS3) 
 
2 Generate two sub keys 

if(N % 2 == 1) 
{ 
N=N+1 
} 
subkey1=first half of PKS3 
subkey2=second half of PKS3 

3 initialize the two Key[N] generate on the bases of two sub keys 
For i=0 to K1 
Key1[i]=subkey1;//(secret key1) 
End for 
For i=0 to K2 
Key2[i]=subkey2;//( secret key2) 
End for 

4 Initialize the Two Temporary Matrix 
For i=0 to 256 
Temp1[i]= Key1 
Temp2[i]= Key2 
End for 

5 initialize the State Matrix 
For i=0 to 256 
S1[i]=bytes(i); 
S2[i]=bytes(i); 
End for 

6 Permutation on State Matrix 
j1=j2=j3=0 
For i=0 to N 
J1=(j1+s1[i]+s1[j1]+temp2[i]+tem 
p2[j1]+temp2[j2])%N ; 
J2=(j2+s2[i]+s2[j2]+temp1[i]+tem 
p1[j1]+temp1[j2])%N ; 
swap(s1[i],s1[j1]) 
swap(s2[i],s2[j2]) 
End for 

PRGA 

1 Generate the random values used for encryption 
i=j1=j2=0 
For p=1 to 3 
i=i+1 % N 
j1=j1+s1[i]+s2[j1]+s2[j2] % N 
j2=j2+s2[i]+s1[j1]+s1[j2] % N 
swap(s1[i],s1[j1]) 
swap(s2[i],s2[j2]) 
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index1=(s1[i]+s1[j1]) % N 
index2=(s2[i]+s2[j2]) % N 
output1[p]= s1[index1] 
output2[p]= s2[index2] 
End for 
Ireg=Image region 
For i=0 to M 
For j=0 to N 
CT= Ireg(i,j,R) XOR output1[1] 
Ireg(i,j,R)= CT XOR output2[1] 
End for 
End for 
For i=0 to M 
For j=0 to N 
CT= Ireg(i,j,G) XOR output1[2] 
Ireg(i,j,G)= CT XOR output2[2] 
End for 
End for 
For i=0 to M 
For j=0 to N 
CT= Ireg(i,j,B) XOR output1[3] 
Ireg(i,j,B)= CT XOR output2[3] 
End for 
End for 
output=Ireg 

 
Image Hiding 
1 RGB values of Encrypted Image region is taken as three array 
 

INFO − FILE − R[L]=Ireg(i,j,R) 
INFO_FILE _G[L]=Ireg(i,j,G) 
INFO _FILE − B[L]=Ireg(i,j,B) 

2 Value of each 4bit is stored in two array 
For i=0 to L/4 
INFO− FILE[L1]=value(INFO− FILE− R(i,i+4)) 
INFO− FILE[L1]=value(INFO− FILE− G(i,i+4)) 
INFO− FILE[L1]=value(INFO− FILE− B(i,i+4)) 
End for 
For i=1 to L1 
INFO− FILE− N[i]=INFO− FILE[i]+INFO− FILE[i-1] 
End for 
For i=0 to L1 
p=INFO− FILE− N[i]%2 
if p==0 then 
INFO− FILE− RG[L2]=INFO− FILE− N[i] 
Otherwise 
INFO− FILE− B[L3]=INFO− FILE− N[i] 
End for 

3 RGB values of Cover Image is taken as three array 
COVER − IMG − R[]=COVER− IMG(i,j,R) 
COVER − IMG − G[]=COVER− IMG(i,j,G) 
COVER − IMG − B[]=COVER− IMG(i,j,B) 

4 {e, n} is the public key of the receiver. 
For i=0 to L2 
p=INFO− FILE− RG[i] 
C=Pe mod n 
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a=C/3 
b=C % 3 
If b==0 then 
invert LSB(COVER− IMG− R(a)) 
Otherwise 
invert LSB(COVER− IMG− G(a)) 
End for 
For i=0 to L3 
p=INFO− FILE− B[i] 
C=Pe mod n 
a=C/3 
invert LSB(COVER− IMG− B(a)) 
End for 

 
STEGO− IMG=MERG(COVER− IMG− R,COVER− IMG− G,COVER− IMG− B) 
 
Image extraction 
1 {d, n} is the private key of the receiver. 

INVERTED− VALUES− RG[]=XOR(STEGO− IMG− RG,COVER− IMG− RG) 
INVERTED− VALUES− B[]=XOR(STEGO− IMG− B,COVER− IMG− B) 
INVERTED− POSITION− RG[]=POSITION(INVERTED− VALUES− RG[]) 
INVERTED− POSITION− B[]=POSITION(INVERTED− VALUES− B[]) 

2 For each value(i) in INVERTED− POSITION− RG 
C=value(i)× 3+b 
P=Cd mod n 
INF1[i]=p 
End for 
For each value(i) in INVERTED− POSITION− B 
C=value(i)*3 
P=Cd mod n 
INF2[i]=p 
End for 
INF− DIG=MERG− ASCENDING− ORDER(INF1,INF2) 
INF− DIGN[0]=INF− DIG[0] 
For i=1 to length(INF− DIG) 
INF− DIGN[i]=INF− DIG[i]-INF− DIG[i-1] 
End for 
INF− BIN=DIG− BIN(INF− DIGN) 
SIZE1=length(INF− BIN)/3 
SIZE2=SIZE1/8 
SIZE3=SQRT(SIZE2) 

3 Extract RGB values as three array from INF− BIN 
LNGTH=SIZE3×SIZE3 
RECOV− R(SIZE3×SIZE3)=INF− BIN(LNGTH) 
LNGTH2=2×LNGTH+1 
RECOV− G(SIZE3×SIZE3)=INF− BIN(LNGTH to LNGTH2) 
LNGTH3=2×LNGTH2+1 
RECOV− B(SIZE3×SIZE3)=INF− BIN(LNGTH2 to LNGTH3) 
EXTRACTED− IMG=MERGE(RECOV− R,RECOV− G,RECOV− B) 

 
  
Data encryption and decryption 
1 key generation 

select p, q large primes (about 500 bits each) 
n = pq,φ = (p-1)(q-1) 
select e such that 1 < e < φ and gcd(e,φ) = 1 
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compute d such that ed modφ = 1 
the public key is (e, n) 
the private key is d 

2 encryption 
represent the message as an integer m in [0, n-1] 
compute c = me mod n 
3 decryption 
compute m = cd mod n 

 
Data hiding 
1 Compute pixel values of SELECTED− IMG− REG as an array of R,G,B values. 
2 Iterate through each bits of INFO− FILE starting from the 1st bit and execute following steps. 
3 Let P be the position of the current bit of INFO− FILE under consideration. 
determine C=Pe mod n 
a=C/3 
b=C%3 
where {e, n} is the public key of the receiver. 
4 If Pth bit of INFO− FILE is set to 0 then go to step 7. 
5 Consider ath pixel. 
If b=0, then invert LSBof B value 
if b=1, then invert LSB of G value 
otherwise invert LSB of R value. 
6 Compute new pixel value and replace it with the original value for that pixel in the pixel 
array. 
7 If EOF is reached from INFO− FILE, then break, otherwise pick the next bit of INFO− FILE 
and go to step 3. 
8 Obtain STEGO− IMG from the new pixel array 
 
 
5 Experimental Results 

Fig 1: Key Generation 
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Fig 2: Sender side Data encryption 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 3: Sender side Data hiding 
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Fig 4: Sender side Image encryption 
 
 

 
Fig 5: Receiver side Image decryption 
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Fig 6: Receiver side Decrypted Image displayed 

 
 

 
Fig 7: Receiver side Message extracted and Decrypted 
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6. Conclusions 

This proposed method is an approach to implement steganography with better security.The existing 
methods deals with hiding data in a cover image by using one levelof security.The steganosis with 
encryption increases the security.The proposed method deals with steganosis by using selectively encrypted 
image regions.Inorder to increases the security data encrypted first.The encrypted data embed in region of 
cover image.Copy of that stego region is encrypted and then hidden in actual cover image.The four levels 
of security is provided by public key algorithm in Steganography and enccryption.The modified PC1− RC4 
algorithm is used for image encryption.Public key algorithm is used based on RSA assumptions with 
traditional LSB modification scheme for Steganography to randomize the position of the secret bit in cover 
image. So, it disperses the bits of INFO− FILE throughout the COVER− IMG unsystematically. Thus it 
makes almost impossible for an attacker to guess the secret information. 
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